SHOW AND SELL - VENDORS

General
We have created the following guidelines using information published by the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and US Food & Drug Administration (FDA). We have established these protocols for any unit selling product at or near a retail establishment;

- Product will be distributed by unit for any specific sales period.
- If a purchase is being made at your store location; facemasks and social distancing must be used.
- Keep product in one place with minimal hands touching the cases.
- Stay a minimum of 6ft from entry, using pop-up tents for coverage. If scouts are allowed into the vestibule; they must be able to maintain 6’ social distancing.

Process/Set-up
- One adult to check in with vendor.
- Use pictures/poster or ONE of each product for display. These same specific containers should be used for all shifts. Cover sample with clear plastic.
- Hand sanitizer available on site for volunteers and customers.
- **Product for wagon sale and show and sells (storefront) come from unit inventory, not ‘kits’ given to the scouts.**
- If scouts/adults get permission to use bathroom facilities; 20 second handwashing procedures with soap must be used.
- Frequent sanitizing of tables/chairs etc.; at each shift change and as necessary throughout the shift.
- If a purchase is being made in your location; facemasks and social distancing must be used.
- One adult handles all cash exchanged wearing gloves and using hand sanitizer frequently.
- Usage of – PPE; hand sanitizer, face masks

Health
- Temperature checks taken by adult and reported to unit to be entered in log. **Working on process.** Temperature should be taken for all unit/family members that will be onsite. sample below.
- If the answer to any question is yes – Scout or family member should relinquish their shift.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TEMPERATURE ON DATE SELLING</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>Fever of 100.4 degrees or more? (parents should measure temperatures of all members on site and provide verbal confirmation of lack of fever)</th>
<th>Cough (excluding chronic cough due to a known medical reason other than COVID-19)</th>
<th>Shortness of breath</th>
<th>Diarrhea (excluding diarrhea due to a known medical reason other than COVID-19)</th>
<th>Have you travelled outside of Michigan in the last 14 days, excluding commuting from a home location outside of Michigan?</th>
<th>Have you had any close contact in the last 14 days with someone with a diagnosis of COVID-19?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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